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1. Problem

2. Goal

communication

remote learning 

visual communication system

Due to the pandemic, the  between ECS and caregivers has faced 
challenges after a hybrid learning system was initated consisting of in-person & 

classes.



How do we mitigate the challenge through a ?

From studying our stakeholders in this situation, we focused on the available communication

channels between our main stakeholder in this case, the caregiver, and his/her channels with the 

rest of the stakeholders. From this, we created solutions that would help facilitate conversations 

and information being passed along to them. The solutions are as follows:

Our goal was narrowed down to the following: 



How might we help caregivers receive information confidently and securely with their 
children’s education?
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3. Style Guide

Our style is aimed at keeping it lighthearted while aligning with ECS’s current style. The main 
colors are taken directly from ECS’s logo and modified with darker and lighter color variants. 
We chose Nunito as our main font for a modern style and paired it with Blockhead for a more 
playful feel. Blockhead is a Adobe font.

Nunito
Blockhead OT

Color Palette

Typeface

Usage: Text, background, table edges, etc

#414042 #DFDFDF#C4C4C4#A7A7A7 #F9F9F9

Secondary Color

24pxNunito

Nunito 22px

Nunito 16px

Nunito 14px

Nunito 12px

24pxBlockhead Blockhead

Blockhead Blockhead 22px

Blockhead Blockhead 16px

Blockhead Blockhead 14px

Blockhead Blockhead 12px

Main Color

#86BF69 #FCB813 #66B8E7

#6BAC4A #DF9E00#C3DFB4 #F2D17E



Email4-1. Solution - 

2- This Week at a Glance

This section is a basic summary of the email. It’s a quick look for caregivers who want 
to just skim through the email. If they see what a topic they’re highly interested in, they 
move directly there. If there’s isn’t anything that requires immediate attention, they can 
read it later. This area also accounts for situations when caregivers are looking for a 
specific email - they can look at the summary and quickly see if whatever they are 
looking for is there.

1- Banner & General Info

The email would be send out once a week in a PDF format to prevent too many emails 
being cluttered and and can be easily updated into the current ECS website. Small and 
minimal, the banner it doesn’t take up too much space and jumps right into the info.

1. Banner & General Info

2. This Week at a Glance

3. Reopening Status

4. Activity Annoucements + Calendar

5. Other School Annoucements

6. Miscellaneous 

7. Contact Us + Community Guidelines

Goal
The goal of the newsletter is to deliver news and updates in a way that’s easy to 
access, quickly scannable, and reliable. We’ve restructure the email in the 
following hierarchy and sections to do this:

Problem
As email is the most popular method of receiving information for caregivers, ECS’s 
most reliable way to reach caregivers would be through this communication 
channel. However, caregivers receive notifications from various external sources 
such as work. This can lead to cluttered emailboxes and many notifications.



3 - Reopening Status

Since ECS’s reopening status can vary week to week, we placed this category on the 
front page because of its time sensitivity and urgency. Caregivers would not have to 
search for this information. This placement makes it hard to be missed by the reader.

4 - Activity Annoucements + Calendar

Following reopening status, activity annoucements are also constantly changing. 
There are new additions and removals each week. To help this, we introduced a small 
calendar section here so dates can be scanned quickly jotted down. The “New” sticker 
helps caregivers differentiate from the old to the new so they can skip through 
activities that have already been seen.



5 - Other School Annoucements

For school annoucements that aren’t related to activities, we’ve included a section here. 

Because these annoucements may not change as consistently, they are lower on the hierarchy. 

6 -Miscellaneous 

Similar to other school annoucements, other miscellaneous topics such as enrollment 
have their section to mark their significance. By separating these topics on their own, 
they will stand apart from the rest of the newsletter and won’t be grouped together 
with other information. In their “This Week at a Glance” section, they can have their 
own bullet point as well.



7 - Contact Us + Community Guidelines

The email template ends with Contact Us so that caregivers know where to go when 
there are questions and comments. The social media inclusion also can help grow a 
social following.



Following on the right side, we placed the community guidelines on the last page to 
the side so it doesn’t distract readers too much. We kept the community guidelines to 
remind caregivers of the ongoing pandemic and to be consistent with other 
newsletters ECS has been sending out so far.



Planner4-2. Solution - 

Problem

Students are reponsible for their schoolwork and sometimes pass messages on from their 
teachers to caregivers. However, ocassionally, material and messages are lost in between. 
This can be because they are unsure how to organize information or sometimes forget 
after a long day of school. This can lead to caregivers not being aware of what their 
children are learning in school. Because there isn’t always a direct interaction with the 
teachers, caregivers would mainly communicate with the students. How can students 
relay information over to their caregivers while staying motivated to do so?

We kept a pastel color varaint of the ECS colors and added characters to keep it 
playful. The pages on the right encourages students to really make the planner theirs.

Goal
The main goal of the planner is for students to write down their assignments, a quick 
recap of their school day and any messages from the teacher. The student has daily 
interactions with both the teachers and caregivers and form an indirect communication 
channel between them. By keeping it vibrant and fun with journal/diary prompts, the 
planner encourages students to not just write down their work but also stay motivated to 
continue doing so.



This would be the daily prompt for the student to the write in. The prompts on the left 
are geared towards academic purpose while the ones on the right are for more 
creative reasons. The goal of the planner is for the child to write about their day and 
share with the parent what they did. The prompt on the bottom left is a place for 
students and parents to touch base each day. Depending on teachers and ECS, this 
can be a serious check such as an initial or a loose check like a sticker or drawing. It 
would depend on if parents and teachers want another required account of their work. 

Similar to the daily check in, the above is a weekly prompt to break up the continuity. 
More activity pages can be added instead to be more engaging with the students.



Slack4-3 Solution - 

Goal
By utilizing a slack channel, caregivers can share information online with their classroom 
groups. Easily answered questions such as “Where is the lunch form?” or “What was the 
homework for this week?” can reduce emails to to the administration and the answers 
are shown for everyone to see. By introducing administration and teachers to the slack, 
this also creates initiative for caregivers to join Slack to have occasional direct access to 
ask questions.

Problem
Previously, caregivers received important school related information such as their 
children’s performance or school events when chatting with other caregivers/teachers 
during pickup/dropoff times or other in-person interactions. However, because of the 
pandemic, these interactions are minimized and caregivers have much less opportunities 
with other caregivers to exchange information. How might we recreate those moments 
and the sense of community for caregivers during pandemic times? 



Channels and usages

There will be different channels for different usages. For example, #firstgrade, 
#secondgrade, # Englishclass, #Mathclass.



Teachers can make announcements directly in here to make the communication 
between caregivers more direct. Questions that are answered are shown to everybody 
as well.

How to onboard users(caregivers)?

Caregivers will be encouraged to join Slack in Caregivers’ One Stop Shop Website and 
through the weekly email. Another encouragement would be the occasional direct interaction 
with the administration and teachers.



For more detail, please go to Solution #4 - Caregivers’ One Stop Shop Website.



Caregivers’ One Stop Shop Website4-4. Solution - 

Problem

As caregivers are becoming an additional education facilitator of their child, caregivers 
have become more eager to know what their child’s schedule is like, what needs to be 
done, what is expected, and their children’s performance. However, with multiple 
information channels, they can find it hard to access and navigate this information. How 
might we help caregivers access related and actionable education resources efficiently?

Goal

The Caregivers’ One Stop Shop Website is an overview of a student’s weekly schedule 
and activities while including ECS updates and useful links. This platform neatly organizes 
this information and makes it accessible for caregivers to learn about school related 
information.

Prototype Link

https://www.figma.com/proto/sV1GNAIMhRA16zPG6W6yv8/ECS-Project-Visual-System?
node-id=239%3A2&scaling=min-zoom
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Information Infrastructure

A one stop shop for caregivers to access information that related to them and actionable

Please fo to Website folder for detail.

Click to open Slack Click to navigate to 
profile page

Click to reveal links to 
the existing FAQ and 
Ask us a question page

Click to reveal all the emails that 
currently sent to caregivers

1  Navigation bar

2 Banner

There will be different type of banners showing in 
different time. For example, if it’s morning, use a “Good 
Morning, (caregiver’s first name)” or “Hi! Here’s an activity 
your family might find fun!” banner.

Examples of banners

Please go to Website UI folder for banner files.



Wireframe

3 Crucial, time sensitive & actionable news

3 Updates & News

3 Upcoming activities

3 Helpful Links

4 Schedule / Assignment section
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This space work as a carousel that showing multiple crucial, 
time sensitive, related to the very users and actionable 
messages, such as order food, change on reopening status.

Contain latest updates and news that related to the 
caregiver. Click each updates will link to the current 
individual updates page. Click “See More” will link to current 
page that contain all the updates.

Contain the latest, upcoming activities for the kid of the 
caregiver. The one whose event time is the most latest will 
be on the top of this table.

Contain links to the reopening page, health service and 
governments’ covid-related resources.

This space has two tabs: Schedule and Assignment.

When hovering on class name, a popover will show to 
explain what would be included in that class. The data also 
are the same as the one on the current VLP platform.

Schedule: Shows the schedule of the caregiver’s kids. Data 
are the same as the one on the current VLP platform, while 
organized by time.



Assignment: Show the assignments for each day.



Please go to Website UI folder for detail.

Work Flows

UI - Layout
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5. Summary

Our goal for these solutions is to improve the communication between caregivers and other 
stakeholders of ECS. As we have experienced in the pandemic, clear cut communication is 
appreciated greatly even when the answer is not what we wanted to hear.  



By having more questions answered and voices heard, these actions can help alleviate some 
of the stress and frustration that caregivers are holding. Receiving their information in a clear 
and confident manner can provide more reassurance as they continue to navigate this 
pandemic with ECS.



If you have any question or feedback, 
please feel free to contact us.

Chen-Yu Chiu

chenyuch@andrew.cmu.edu

Christina Ip

christii@andrew.cmu.edu


Thank you!


